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• To follow a cohort of Malawian newborns for the next 18 years.

• Every 3 years, structured face-to-face data collection about
critical dimensions of child development.

• This will allow us to:

 Understand children’s life journeys and their critical
inflection points

 Rigorously evaluate UNICEF Malawi’s country program
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Goals



• Recent evidence has documented that children’s bio-markers –
from vital signs to cognitive and non-cognitive skills to markers of
toxic stress – are key indicators of child development.

• We plan to collect data on such indicators during face-to-face
surveys, drawing on UNICEF’s recently developed modules for
ECD at different ages, and on field techniques to collect
children’s markers that have been successfully employed in
similar settings.
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Goals



• The study will provide a unique contribution towards
understanding the life journeys of children in Malawi, and
towards rigorously evaluating the impacts of UNICEF’s country
program over the course of these children’s lives.

• Beyond that, there may be opportunities to expand the scientific
boundaries of what we know about child development in poor
countries and, with that, to design better programs to serve
those children, to the extent that we can draw on the right set of
technologies to change the paradigm of how children’s
biomarkers are collected in those settings.
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Contributions
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Who can benefit?



Who can benefit?
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What benefits?
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It works as a connected system that includes a collar clip +  

mobile app.

The system can also work with the mobile app alone, and the  

customer enters the activity manually.



The Guardian Pet is designed to help your customer track  

their pets and get personalized feeding plans – delivered at
their doorstep.



Meanwhile

In Malawi...
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In Silicon Valley...

The impact of 
those technologies 
is nearly zero
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What could the impact be

If we could put those 
technologies to use 
where they are most 
needed?
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Why this matters...

Designing programs 
without good data 
is very hard
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Children’s life journeys and inflection points
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Why this matters...

Highly treatable 
diseases are still 
leading causes of 
child mortality
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Focus Groups
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Evidence from focus groups

1. Parents struggle with 
early detection of malaria 
and anemia
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Evidence from focus groups

2. Parents would welcome 
technologies that could 
help detect and treat earlier
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The challenge...

If it were easy, it 
would already be 
solved
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Malawi

• ~85% living in rural areas

• 4% of households with access to electricity

• 48% own a cell phone, but very low smartphone 
penetration (let alone internet)
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Creative fixes
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Creative ways 
to collect, 
store and 

transfer data 
can generate 

impactful 
solutions!



Malawi…

...is very innovative!
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Como fazer?

Um detalhe muito 
especial
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Como fazer?

Um detalhe muito 
especial
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Flying drones or otherwise...

Need cost-effective ways 
to capture data at 
high-frequency... 

just like smartphones would
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But before…

Which 
children’s bio-markers 

can we track?
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Biometric Research

Contact:     
josipa@idguardian.co
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1. IDINSIGHTS

IDI research design uses a combination of traditional market research 

techniques and biometric data gathered from wearable devices to 

detect, identify and validate emotional reactions and triggers.

ID Insights (IDI) is a platform that harnesses 

the growing power of wearable technology to 

provide invaluable insight into human 

emotions and behavior.



Biometric data we can collect



Teddy the Guardian

Product description

Teddy the Guardian is the first smart teddy bear on the market, your own personal guard 
equipped with sensors that measure and monitor your little one’s well-being.
Combining your child’s favourite toy and cutting edge, touch-based technology, Teddy the 
Guardian becomes the most child friendly way to check up on your little one. 
By holding Teddy’s paw the medical data is seamlessly shared and managed under your 
fingertips. 



What does it do

Teddy’s sensors measure:

1. Object and body temperature

3. Heart rate

4. Blood oxygen level

Sensor board has a Bluetooth low energy communication built-in through which it 
communicates with a central collector, a smart device with a companion App.



How does it work

Teddy’s paw measures your child’s vitals within seconds and makes them visible by simply 
pressing a button on your mobile app.
Teddy the Guardian app collects data, displays the history of results and generates alarm in 
case a preconfigured threshold limit is reached.



Package includes

1. Teddy the Guardian
plush toy

2. Sensor in plastic enclosure

3. Proprietary app

4. Dashboard



Are we missing a central piece?

Aggregate beats individual data:
1. Dashboards inform policy

2. Can trigger warnings (more soon)

3. Individuals misread data 
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Dashboard

With an easy to use hardware for end consumers, our B2B clients get a fully 
customised backend and biometric insights dashboard. 





Turn any object into a connected, bio-sensing device 

using a modular and detachable system 

with a companion mobile app.

The modules measure:

1.Object and ambient temperature

2.Heart rate and Sp02

3.Galvanic skin resistance (perspiration) 

4.Movement and position measurement 

+

5.Programmable button 



1.Get hardware

2.Configure mobile app using SDK or online dashboard

3.Personalise dashboard to module + app

Ready to go and test!

2.How does it work?



Create a device that would fit your and the needs of your 

community.Use your knowledge and creativity and create the 

one you would like to see – in minutes.

The Guardian Buttons kit is the perfect place to 

start – safe, pre-configurable and fun to use with our modules 

that are cute as a button

5. Create a solution for you 
and your community



Our solutions range from looking like toys, to wearables and 

modules that get embedded in everyday furniture. The goal is to 

make it as simple and easy to use – fully adapted to the local 

context and environment.

6.How do final solutions look like?



1) Hw module in plastic enclosure and firmware

2) Configurable  mobile app system

3) Backend and dashboard

9.Consists of:



9.Consists of: the hardware 



Some ideas

Attached to chitenge



Some ideas

With HSA for sessions 
during check-ups or examination



Some ideas

Button at house wall



Data storage and transmission…

For continuous use:
- WiFi Suitcase, Drones (TBD)

For episodic usage (HSAs):
- Connected smart device
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So what?

What could be achieved 
with such data?
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... at high frequency, and at 
income levels for which very 
little is known to date.
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1. Understanding children’s life journeys



• What are the impacts of 
exclusive breastefeeding?

• Of early stimulation?

• Of better hygiene?

• Of violence against 
children?
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1. Understanding children’s life journeys



... drawing upon 
epidemiological approaches 
to activate behaviors of 
families and community 
health workers.
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2. Setting up Early Warning Systems



Digital Disease Detection (DDD) & 
Early Warning Systems
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1. Wearables 

track children’s 

bio-markers

3. Wearable 

readings sent 

to the cloud

4. Algorithms 

search patterns

5. Decision 

makers know 

risk areas

6. Population is 

empowered about 

how healthy is 

their community

Digital Disease Detection (DDD) & 
Early Warning Systems

2. Collect 

information from 

wearables
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Digital Disease Detection (DDD) & 
Early Warning Systems
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Digital Disease Detection (DDD) & 
Early Warning Systems
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Digital Disease Detection (DDD) & 
Early Warning Systems
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Syndemic approach (Merrill Singer, 2009)

• “Synergic Epidemic”

• ≠ co-morbidity;

• Simultaneos occurence increase the burden of disease;

• Not only biological factors involved;

• Useful when community health is been considered in the
context;

Digital Disease Detection (DDD) & 
Early Warning Systems
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Digital Disease Detection (DDD) & 
Early Warning Systems
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Early warning systems

• Based in algorithms of Local Regression (Loess function);

• Works well with zero inflation;

• Runs in the cloud with window timeframe defined (cronjobs);

Digital Disease Detection (DDD) & 
Early Warning Systems
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A = Loess function;
B = Upper range;
C = When the signal exceed one time the
upper range;
D = When the signal exceed 3 times in a 
row;

Each peak could be represented in the
end-user layer by a alert signal with 3 
colours.

Digital Disease Detection (DDD) & 
Early Warning Systems
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Digital Disease Detection (DDD) & 
Early Warning Systems
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Challenges

• Balance between sensitivity and specificity;

• Signal processing;

• Actions to do when the alert has been triggered;

Digital Disease Detection (DDD) & 
Early Warning Systems



Evidence from focus groups

3. HSAs have a hard time 
covering all villages, and 
would benefit from info on 
how to prioritize
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Evidence from focus groups

4. HSAs and parents would 
appreciate getting health 
messages on the phone
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EARLY WARNING SYSTEMS



What about where wearables are not available?

How to scale up?
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Evidence from focus groups

5. HSAs and parents would 
like to communicate more 
and without costs
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NEW! Report 

symptoms using 

SMS or voice

3. Mobile 

data sent to 

the cloud

4. Algorithms 

search patterns

5. Decision 

makers know 

risk areas

6. Population is 

empowered about 

how healthy is 

their community

Digital Disease Detection (DDD) & 
Early Warning Systems

1. Wearable

readings sent 

to the cloud for 

subsample

2. Collect 

information from 

wearables



CALIBRATING proxies



... at high frequency and at 
no additional cost.
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3. Evaluating UNICEF’s programs



... for referral services in the 
context of the Social Cash 
Transfer or of home visiting 
programs.

… for M4D behavior change 
campaigns.
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4. Artificial Intelligence





We need and value your inputs!

www.ccwd.uzh.ch


